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iATON
A SOPHISTICATED HIGH-PRECISION 
SCANNING SYSTEM

iATON allows you to take digital impressions quickly, precisely and fluidly by generating 3D 
models of the patient’s oral cavity.

The supply includes 5 tips: 3 identical and 2 additional tips, different both for length and 
inclination of the mirror and recognizable by the letters “D” and “M” imprinted. “D” tip: to be used 
for critical points in the distal portion of the arches; “M” tip: to be used to re-scan critical points in 
the mesial portion of the arches.

A new impression in your studio

iATON has been designed for various types of scanning, in 
particular it is indicated for:

RESTORATIVE AND PROSTHETIC DENTISTRY 
Inlays, crowns, fixed prostheses on natural teeth and 
single and multiple implants

ORTHODONTICS 
Functional orthodontic braces, welded splints and arches

FIXED ORTHODONTICS 
Customized treatment plan with the possibility of 
choosing the final position of the teeth, the height of the 
brackets and arches

IMPLANT SURGERY 
Surgical templates by superimposing tooth  
and soft tissue information with bone anatomy

FOCUS
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More comfort for the patient

Rapidity

Does not require scanning powder, 
impression tray spoons, pastes and chewing 
waxes

High precision, accuracy (scan distortion of 
only 30-50 microns)

Easy to handle

Convenient to carry

Interchangeable and autoclavable tips for total 
protection against infections

HD color scanning

Open scanning system that interfaces with all 
software on the market and creates STL, PTY, 
PLY files

No royalties to pay

Scan of models and impressions

Pedal included, for optional use

Easy and intuitive software

Blue light

Plug and play - direct connection with the PC 
(configured with USB 3.0 port)

Why choose iATON?

The carrying case, resistant and compact, makes iATON an easily transportable instrument 
suitable for the new working dynamics. The advantages of iATON are appreciated right from the 
first use: its manageability and its easy use make it indispensable in the digital workflow, giving 
efficiency and precision.

Thanks to the small size of the handpiece, which stands out for its lightness and, through the 
use of interchangeable tips and different angles, you have a precise and easy scanning of your 
patient’s oral cavity, in a few minutes and with minimal movements.

The image is reproduced on the monitor to create a latest generation virtual experience that also 
involves patients. The development of a 3D model allows you to have a complete view of the oral 
cavity, also thanks to the possibility of taking snapshots of intraoperative details of interest, in 
JPG format. In this way it’s possible to create a history of the patients’ dental arch and scans, thus 
offering an additional service to protect both the Studio and the patient.

iATON: scanning at your fingertips

iATON is an extraordinary solution for your patients:

Avoids complicated and troublesome operations

Ensures benefit and relax during the scanning process

Conveys professionalism and innovation

Thanks to its compactness and small size, at present it gives to your patients the comfort that no 
other system can give. The patient will certainly be more relaxed than in the past. iATON does 
not require the use of scanning powder and thanks to the open scanning system, it interfaces 
with all the softwares on the market, creating STL, OBJ, PLY files. Costs and times of use decrease 
radically, while the value of your performance increases!

iATON: the hi-tech solution for your patients
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iATON products

ATON INTRAORAL 
SCANNER*

 EURO  21.000,00

code 88S-IATON2

LAPTOP FOR 
INTRAORAL SCANNER

 EURO  1.900,00

code 88S-LPIOS

Calibrator

Power adapter

Tip Head

Dongle

Power supply cable

User manual
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CONTAINED IN THE 
CARRYING CASE

*

Technical specifications

To ensure proper operation of the iATON scanner software, you must meet the following 
minimum requirements – for both the computer and the power supply:

TIPS size (DxWxH)
83.4x19.6x14.6 mm5 different TIPS

Autoclavable

Dimension (DxWxH)
216x40x36 mm

Weight
246 gr

Interface
USB 3.0

Scan time of 
both arches
< 5min

Field of vision
17x15 mm

Output files
STL, PLY, PTY

Scanning Depth
15 mm

Scanning Technology
Video

COMPUTER MINIMUM SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

CPU

RAM

Hard Disk

Graphic card 

Operating system

Graphics driver version

i7-7700k (3.6 GHz; quad-core; 8-thread) or higher

DDR4 2400 16 GB or higher

SSD 240 GB or higher

GTX 1060 Memory 6 GB or higher

Windows 7* 64 bit, Windows10* 64 bit

Versione NVIDIA* Driver version - WHQL or higher

REQUIREMENTS FOR EXTERNAL POWER SUPPLY

Nominal voltage

Nominal current

Nominal frequency

AC 100-240 V 

1.5 A

50-60 Hz

 EURO  750,00

code 88S-CORSOFORMIOS

8 H TRAINING 
AND INSTALLATION 

COURSE

iATON
A SOPHISTICATED HIGH-PRECISION 
SCANNING SYSTEM
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